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Hi Wendy --

I'm enclosing the next-to-last (that is, before your corrections) draft of the Pre
face and Acknowledgements. This is to be typeset like evrything else, once the text 
is agreed on. 

Also, I've enclosed nine statements (minus Jill's; she sent me a note wj about 8 
corrections, and I haven't made a clean copy of the final version yet); please tell 
Judith to set these for a full page, not in two columns as the rest of the text is 
set. The line length should be between 6¼" and ~3/4", depending on how you feel. 

Bob L. has been hanging Krasner and Pllock for days, and has not yet answered my 
call of two days ago (after your, my and CH' s meeting) ; I told Tina the story, though, 
and she said she'd try to transmit it to Bob as clearly as possible. 

I'm also enclosing the letter I got from my friend at Konecky, and a teensy sample 
of the stock she (and I) like. can you get sarrething comparable from Addison, or 
have you decided it's Konecky all the way. 

Slight money things. I haven't gotten reimbursed for anything yet, and have sent 
3 sets of receipts to you by now (the first by mail, the 2nd via Steve, and the 3rd -
for Steve' s bus -- when I saw you Monday) . Please try to get sane of this to me. 
Steve's also a bit irrpoverished as of late, too .•. 

Al Giese has sent me a bill (which I can't find) for $401 for the llxl4's and addi
tional 8xl0's he printed. Also, Carolee wants to know if she can get 2 hours of 
studio time to repair the tape of 'Chromoledeon,'@ $40 per. I listened to the tape 
w/ her and said I felt it was both worth it and necessary, but that final approval 
would rest with you. Thirdly, the best set-up in NYC for coverting 16nm into 3/4" 
video is an outfit named Devlin, who aren't as cheap as a few others but who are al
so more reliable (Steve checked out their equipment); their current rates are, if 
I rerrember correctly, about $12/minute, which I don't think is bad. 

Please let me know how your conversations w/ Michael Kirby went, and whether your 
friend (Louis Lawler???) can do our paste-up. 

Sorry I have to dash. call me Monday or Tues. night, OK? 

Dan 




